
# Question
Answer 
Choice A

Answer 
Choice B

Answer 
Choice C

13 What should you do if you accidentally break 
glassware during a lab?

Hide it so your 
teacher will think it 
was someone else
Color DARK BLUE

Throw it in the trash 
can

Color YELLOW

Carefully place it in 
a sharps container

Color RED

14
What safety symbol is picture below?

Breakage
Color GREEN

Fumes
Color DARK PURPLE

Heating
Color LIGHT ORANGE

15 What should you do if you see a friend take something 
from the lab without permission?

Report the incident 
to the teacher
Color ORANGE

Blackmail your friend
Color PINK

Act like you never 
saw anything
Color PURPLE

16
What lab equipment is pictured below?

Beaker
Color BLACK

Flask
Color GREEN

Test tube
Color YELLOW

17
What is the first thing that should be done in the case 

of a laboratory accident?

Clean up the spill 
(or broken glass)

Color RED

Leave the room
Color DARK BLUE

Notify the teacher
Color GREEN

18 What is the appropriate way to dispose of chemicals?
Seal them in a 

labeled container
Color WHITE

Dispose of as 
directed by the 

teacher
Color LIGHT BLUE

Dump them out in 
the trash can
Color PURPLE

19 When working with an electrical device, you should:
Make sure your 

area is dry
Color ORANGE

Check the cord for 
damage

Color PINK

Both A & B
Color YELLOW

20 Which of the following is false?

It’s not important 
to know the 

location & function 
of all safety 
equipment

Color GREEN

You should tie back 
long hair when 

working with flames
Color BLUE

You should wash your 
hands at the 

completion of every 
lab

Color RED
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Directions: Read through each question & find the correct answer in one of the 3 columns below. Shade in the 
answer box with the color given & then color the picture on the next page accordingly. 

*If the color is white, just circle the answer.
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